
Haven Bench Range

HAB100B

HAB100BM

HAB200BERH HAB200BM HAB300B

HAB200B HAB200BELH

HAB100BELH HAB100BERH

Haven Bench supports the drive towards 
a location free, collaborative working 
environment. The benches are available in 
three lengths and can be used individually 

Haven Bench
or linked. Headrests can be attached to 
the bench to act as a backrest or a space 
divider. The Haven family includes a range of 
complementary tables.

Design by Mark Gabbertas

Design
Mark Gabbertas

Gabbertas’ philosophy is to create character 
through simplicity, giving a lasting design 
aesthetic, earning him numerous awards 
including a Red Dot and a Design Guild Mark 
for the design of Haven for Allermuir.



Haven Bench Range

HAB300BELH

HAB100

HAB200 HAB200E HAB200M

HAB100E HAB100M

HAB300BERH HAB300BM

Haven Bench Design by Mark Gabbertas

Design
Mark Gabbertas

Gabbertas’ philosophy is to create character 
through simplicity, giving a lasting design 
aesthetic, earning him numerous awards 
including a Red Dot and a Design Guild Mark 
for the design of Haven for Allermuir.

Haven Bench supports the drive towards 
a location free, collaborative working 
environment. The benches are available in 
three lengths and can be used individually 

or linked. Headrests can be attached to 
the bench to act as a backrest or a space 
divider. The Haven family includes a range of 
complementary tables.



Haven Bench Range

HAB300MHAB300EHAB300

HABB100W

HASO40L HASO4LC HAB2WC45 HAB2WC90 HAB3WC60 HAB3WC90

HABB200W HABB300W

Haven Bench Design by Mark Gabbertas

Design
Mark Gabbertas

Gabbertas’ philosophy is to create character 
through simplicity, giving a lasting design 
aesthetic, earning him numerous awards 
including a Red Dot and a Design Guild Mark 
for the design of Haven for Allermuir.

Haven Bench supports the drive towards 
a location free, collaborative working 
environment. The benches are available in 
three lengths and can be used individually 

or linked. Headrests can be attached to 
the bench to act as a backrest or a space 
divider. The Haven family includes a range of 
complementary tables.




